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The Asset from the natural wealth either from agriculture or mining and others is the asset which more valuable to be charity. Regarding to the charity of the goods or income from universe, the charity of the sea product is included in this discussion. The charity in the community of the northern coasts only the fish because most of them are the fisherman. Kranji Village Paciran Subdistrict Lamongan Regency having the society that majority to be a fisherman. This regency is the muslim area that is located on the northern coast. By the activity of charity practice that is done by the fishing bosses becomes an important circumstance to be known. Besides that, although they do not know about charity of sea product well, the fishing bosses still give the charity of the sea product.

The problems in this research are (1) what is the fishing bosses’ perspective toward the charity of sea product Kranji Village Paciran Subdistrict Lamongan Regency. (2) What is the implementation of the sea product charity by the fishing bosses in Kranji Village Paciran Subdistrict Lamongan Regency? The aim of this research is to know the fishing bosses’ perspective about the sea product charity and its implementation.

In this research, the researcher uses quantitative research approaches based on the reality. The type of research is descriptive. In acquiring the data, the observation, interview and documentation method are used. The data Analysis using descriptive analysis.

The research finding is the sea product charity perspective fishing bosses’ is approximately gives opinion that is obligatory to do the charity of the sea product. Although there is who giving opinion that is optional to do it. As for the implementation of that done by the fishing bosses in kranji village Paciran Subdistrict Lamongan Regency is divided into three kinds, they are: 1). the analogy of profession charity 2.5 %, 2). certain count, 3). willingness.